
 

Lexington Public Schools Kindergarten ELL Report Card 
 
Student Name: _______________________    Grade: ______    ELL Teacher: ______________________   School Year: _______ 
 
M - Indicates that the student consistently and independently demonstrates mastery of/proficiency in the standard. 
P - Indicates that the student is progressing toward consistent and independent mastery of/proficiency in the standard. 
B - Indicates that the student is beginning to progress toward the standard with additional time and support. 
N - Indicates that the student is not yet demonstrating progress toward the standard. 
/ - Standard not addressed at this time. 
 

Listening Term 
1 

Term 
2 

Level 

Understands single statements or questions   1 
Entering Matches oral language to classroom and everyday people, places, and objects   

Follows one-step directions with visual support    
2 

Emerging 
 

Understands social language and basic academic vocabulary   
Understands language associated with routines   

Follows two-step oral directions given one step at a time    
3 

Developing 
 

Understands general social studies, science, and math vocabulary   
Responds nonverbally to confirm/deny statements and to answer questions (e.g. by 
drawing or acting) 

  

Follows two-step oral directions    
4 

Expanding 
Understands sequential language (e.g. first, next, then, last)   
Understands general academic discussions   

Follows multi-step oral directions    
5 

Bridging 
Understands grade level social studies, science, and math vocabulary   
Understands academic discussions and complex expressions (e.g. compare/contrast)   

Speaking Term 
1 

Term 
2 

Level 

Names classroom and everyday objects    
1 

Entering 
Repeats words and simple phrases   
Uses routine social language (e.g. “Good morning,” “Thank you.”)   

Shares social and basic academic information    
2 

Emerging 
Uses basic repetitive grammar patterns in social and academic situations (e.g. “What is 
this?” “I like…”) 

  

Speaks using phrases and sentences (e.g. to describe pictures, events, or processes)   

Retells short narrative stories through pictures    
3 

Developing 
Asks and answers questions   

Uses simple sentences with some details to express ideas, opinions, and observations   
Uses general social studies, science, and math vocabulary   

Retells narrative stories through pictures with some detail    
 

4 
Expanding 

Uses compound sentences to express ideas, opinions, and observations across content 
areas 

  

Indicates spatial relations of objects using phrases or short sentences (e.g. next to, under)   

Tells detailed original stories    

5 
Bridging 

Uses complex sentences to express ideas, opinions, and observations across content areas   
Uses grade level content vocabulary and complex expressions (e.g. compare/contrast)   
 
 
  



 

 
Reading Term 

1 
Term 

2 
Level 

Identifies own name in print    

1 
Entering 

Understands that print and pictures carry meaning   
Recognizes that a label on an object names the object   

Identifies numbers, letter names, and letter sounds    
2 

Emerging 
Demonstrates understanding of concepts of print (e.g. text moves left to right and top to 
bottom, knows where book begins and ends) 

  

Identifies rhyming words and syllables    
3 

Developing 
Uses pictures to identify words   
Uses letter-sound knowledge to decode consonant-vowel-consonant words   

Uses letter-sound knowledge to recognize academic vocabulary words in context    

4 
Expanding 

Identifies high frequency words in context   
Matches pictures to phrases or short sentences   

Makes predictions based on read-alouds or information communicated orally    

5 
Bridging 

Applies phonics and word analysis skills when reading independently across content 
areas 

  

Reads and understands grade level text   
Writing Term 

1 
Term 

2 
Level 

Writes his/her own name independently    
1 

Entering 
Draws a picture that tells a story   
Copies and/or traces letters, numbers, and symbols   
Writes letter strings to accompany drawings   

Draws and labels pictures to tell a story    
2 

Emerging 
Represents words by writing the initial sound   
Writes multiple letter sounds within a single word   

Writes words by representing  initial, medial, final sounds   3 
Developing Writes academic vocabulary and sight words with support   

Writes words that are recognizable and all keywords in the phrase are attempted    
4 

Expanding 
Leaves space between words   
Writes phrases and simple sentences   
Writes grade-level sight words independently   

Uses specific vocabulary when writing    
5 

Bridging 
Writes multiple connected sentences in a logical sequence   
Writes with capital letters and punctuation   
Writes narrative, informational, and opinion text   
 
4 - Student consistently demonstrates this skill 
3 - Student demonstrates this skill most of the time 
2 - Student demonstrates this skill some of the time 
1 - Student requires on-going intervention to develop this skill 
 

Pro-Social Skills Term 1 Term 2 
Listens attentively   
Takes learning risks   
Demonstrates initiative   
Displays a positive attitude towards learning   
Adjusts to transitions and changes in routine   
Regulates behavior appropriately   
Uses tools and resources to support learning   
Seeks help when needed   
Puts effort into his/her work   
Works independently   
Respects classmates and teachers   

 


